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　　Abstract　　The kinematics and hydrodynamics of the escape response of yellow cat fish(Pel teobagrus f ulvidraco)is invest igated.

It is observed f rom digi tal high-speed camera that all the escape response of yellow cat fish is a C-t ype fast-start , w hich is characterized by

the C-shape of the fi sh body at the end of the f irst con traction of the lateral musculature.Based on the analysis of the mass center move-

ment and the performance of the caudal f in , the fast-start process can be divided into tw o stages:in stage one the fi sh body rotates rapidly

around i ts mass center and in stage tw o the fish begins moving straight ly.Theoret ically , the Weihs' model is employed to ob tain the

forces , moments and turning angular accelerat ions act ing on the fish during the escape response.The results are in good agreement w ith

the experimental observation.Furthermore , muscle strain at dif ferent locations along the body is calculated.At last , the dynamical perfor-

mance of the escape response is explained.

　　Keywords:　fast-start , maneuver , yel low catfi sh (Pelteobagrus fulvidraco), digital high-speed camera, Weihs' model , muscle

strain.

　　A fast-start is a high-energy sw imming burst

starting either f rom rest or f rom steady sw imming
[ 1]
.

The fast-starts are classified into two main types , C-
start and S-start , in w hich the fish body is bent into a

`C' or `S' shape at the end of the fi rst cont raction of

the lateral musculature.Fast-starts are important fo r

most fish in escaping predators and achieving prey

capture.A fast-start process has two amazing charac-
teristics.One is the turning maneuver.The turning

maneuver is carried out very rapidly , with the turning

diameter being equal to , or even less than the fish

leng th.The o ther is the large accelerat ion f rom rest.
Harper and Blake[ 2] found that the maximum acceler-
ations can exceed 25 g for northern pike (Esox lu-
cius), where g is the accelerat ion due to gravity.
Therefore , a better understanding of the mechanism

of fish fast-start should be very useful to improve the

maneuverabili ty of man-made vessels.

In previous researches , many biologists used the

electromyog raphy (EMG)to reveal the muscle func-
tion in escape response

[ 3—8]
.Meanwhile , invest ig a-

tion on the kinematics and hydrodynamic analysis of

fast-starts is still a hot topic[ 9—17] , which includes

kinematical types , distance-time characteristics , ef-
fect of temperature , forces , efficiency , and so on.

Although Weihs
[ 10]

built a theoret ical model for

fast-starts and calculated the thrust fo rce of rudd in

1972 , he and also other researchers did no t consider

the fact that the posi tion of the mass center of fish

w ould change during fast-starts , which will affect the

stability of fish sw imming.Furthermore , to our

knowledge , no work has been done on the angular ac-
celeration , the most important factor of turning.In
the present study , the change in both the mass center

and the moment of inertia are taken into account dur-
ing the fish turning.The angular acceleration will be

calculated to know the details of turning and to un-
derstand more of the mechanism of fast-starts.Fur-
thermore , a behavior of muscle contraction is ob-
tained by calculating the muscle strain , which can ex-
plain the dynamical performance.

In this paper , the kinemat ics and hydrodynamics

are analy zed for fast-starts of yellow cat fish (Pel-
teobagrus fulv idraco)during the escape process f rom

rest.It should be no ted that the kinematics process of

the fish is reco rded by a high-speed video and the

fo rce and moment imposed on the fish are obtained

from Weihs' model.Furthermore , muscle st rain a-
long the fish body is estimated to understand the fast-
start and the w hole escape response process is ana-
ly zed.



1　Materials and methods

1.1　Fish

Experiments were performed on the escape re-
sponses of yellow catf ish (Pelteobagrus f ulv idraco).
The fish w as held in a plexiglas tank (70 cm×70 cm

×50 cm)supplied with aerated , dechlorinated w ater

(Fig.1).The w ater temperature was maintained be-
tween 8 ℃ and 12 ℃.Four fish wi th length

L =22.02±1.43 cm and mass m =128.5±10.5 g
w ere used in the experiments.Before the experi-
ments , the fish were put in the tank containing static

w ater for 24 —48 h to accommodate the envi ronment.
The dimensions of fish w ere determined af ter experi-
ments by measuring f reshly anesthetic fish.

Fig.1.　The recording system used in experiments.1:Digital

high-speed camera;2:stimulus sou rce;3:tank;4:photographic

ligh ts.

1.2　Filming procedure

A mesh plate w ith 10 cm×10 cm square g rids

w as placed on the bot tom of the tank w ith a device to

produce a st imulus to fish.The experimental tank

w as illuminated by two 1300 W pho tographic lights

and the fish escaping w as taken by a high-speed digi-
tal video (Speedcam Pro-Lt)w ith a 12.5—75mm

zoom lens , which has a resolution of 512×512 pixels

at 1000 fps.

1.3　Analy sis

The whole reco rd was t ransferred into a comput-
er.Fourteen frames w ere selected f rom the record

and analy zed in detail.The individual points in the

fish backbone were marked in every f rame , and

linked to a smoo th curve by using paraspline fit.The
data of these points on the curve w as obtained by us-
ing WinDig Version 2.5.Then , the velocity and accel-
eration data are derived from the raw distance-time data.

1.4　Sources of error

F ilm-derived kinematical data are subject to sys-

tem error (SE)and computational error (CE).In
this study , SE involves the error due to the lower

sampling f requency and the measuring method.For
example , the g rids and the f ish w ere not at the same

plane in experiments.Due to the small aperture of the

camera , the posit ion of the fish w as projected to the

plane of the g rid.The resulting SE w as about

8.11%.CE was caused by the calculating methods ,
estimated to be about 11.67%.After the velocity of

all points at the fish backbone was obtained , the ve-
loci ty function , a polynomial(5th o rder)function , a-
long the fish backbone was given by using a paraspline

fi t , which causes the large CE.

2　Experimental results

Based on our extensive experimental observat ion

of a lot of fishes , a statistical analy sis on the behavior

of escape response of yellow catf ish indicates that the

fish alw ay s has the similar kinematical pat tern in this

experiment.The difference among the experimental

observations would be the t ime of the w hole escape

process and the turning angle.Even the force and

other dynamical parameters in different experiments

are on the same order of magnitude.Thus , a typical

experimental data is used for kinematical and hydro-
dynamic analyses.

2.1　Escape response process

In this study , all escape responses of yellow cat-
f ish (Pelteobagrus fulvidraco)belong to the C-type
fast-start.Some typical f rames are chosen from one

fish' s w hole film(see Fig .2).The data of all frames

are calculated except f rame 1 , because the fish stay s

at rest in i t.

Fig.2.　The escape process of yellow cat fish(Pel teobagrus ful-

vidraco).1:T=0.031 s;2:T=0.040 s;3:T=0.050 s;4:T
=0.060 s;5:T=0.070 s;6:T =0.080 s;7:T =0.100 s;8:

T =0.150 s;9:T=0.200 s;10:T=0.250 s;11:T=0.300 s;
12:T=0.400 s;13:T =0.500 s;14:T =0.600 s.

At 0.031 s , the yellow cat fish (Pelteobagrus
fulvidraco)is stimulated.Then the fish turns an an-
gle clockw ise.From 0.100 s , the fish stops turning
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and sw ims along a st raight line.All curves of the

backbones of fish show n in Fig .2 are redraw n in

Fig.3 , where the escape response process is distinctly

exhibited and all data of the backbones curves are ob-
tained.The number in the f igure refers to the corre-
sponding f rame in Fig.2 and the lef t end of the curves

represents the head of fish.

2.2　MC and M I

The mass center (MC)of fish is an important

parameter in the fast-start of fish.Weihs divided the

fast-start process into three stages depending on dif-
ferent movements of MC.In previous wo rk , the po-
sition of M C relative to the fish body w as considered

to be invariable.Actually , i t is possible that the posi-
tion of MC changes w hen the backbone of f ish is not

straight.

Fig.3.　Escaping pat terns of yellow cat fish (Pelteobagrus fu l-
vidraco).The backbones of the fish at all f rames are show n.The

number refers to the corresponding frame being the same as that in

Fig.2.From lef t t o righ t , curve start s f rom head to tail.

It can be seen from Fig.3 that the backbone does

not alw ays keep a straight line and has different

shapes in different f rames.Therefore , the positions

of bo th MC and M I (moment of inert ia)are not con-
stant.Here , MC and M I of yellow cat fish in all

frames of Fig.2 are calculated , as listed in Table 1.
The x-direction is the tangential direct ion of the

backbone by taking the f ish head as origin , while the

y-direct ion is chosen to fo rm a right-hand sy stem of

the axes.For the data of MC , x is the ratio of the

leng th between MC and the head to the fish body

leng th , and y is that betw een MC and the backbone.
Posit ive y represents that M C is on the right side of

the fish.In Table 1 , we can see that the position of

M C nearly does no t v ary in the w hole start process

(the largest change in the x-direction being about

1.70% relative to the fish body , and in the y-direc-

tion about 2.52%).Hence , i t is reasonable to as-
sume that yellow catf ish alw ay s keeps the MC posi-
tion at 27%of the f ish length in the w hole escape re-
sponse process.

Table 1.　The f ish' s MC and MI in different frames of Fig.2

Time(s) The posi tion of the cent re

of mass(L a))

The moment of

inert ia×106(g·mm2)

0.031 (0.278 , 0.00000) 0.207

0.040 (0.277 , 0.00817) 0.204

0.050 (0.274 , 0.01230) 0.195

0.060 (0.267 , 0.02280) 0.166

0.070 (0.261 , 0.02310) 0.158

0.080 (0.263 , 0.01830) 0.144

0.100 (0.261 , 0.02500) 0.148

0.150 (0.267 , 0.02520) 0.171

0.200 (0.274 , 0.00811) 0.190

0.250 (0.274 , 0.01300) 0.192

0.300 (0.277 , 0.00567) 0.200

0.400 (0.277 , 0.00266) 0.201

0.500 (0.278 , 0.00270) 0.207

0.600 (0.278 , 0.00000) 0.207

　　a)T he x-direction is the tangential direction of the backbone(head
as origin)in the calculation , and y-di rection is chosen to form a right-
handed pair of axes.The length uni t is L , w hich is the length of the

fish body.

Meanwhile , the value of MI changes f rom

0.207×10
6
g·mm

2
to 0.144×10

6
g·mm

2
(the

change is about 30.4%).It is obvious that the value

of M I canno t be regarded as a constant in the fast-
start process of yellow cat fish.

2.3　Kinemat ics of escape response

In order to obtain the quantitative results , the
follow ing procedure is adopted. The velocity ,
Vn(T), is calculated based on the spatial positions of

the specif ic points along the backbone measured f rom

five successive f rames , and def ined as

Vn(T)=
1
2

R
T+2dt
n -R

T-2d t
n

4dt
+

R
T+dt
n -R

T-dt
n

2dt
,

(n =0 ,1 , …, 20), (1)
where the subscript n represents the number of points

w ith the same leng th Δl f rom each other in the

st retched st raight conf iguration from the fish head ,
T means the t ime of f rame (Fig .2), dt represents

the interval betw een adjacent frames , Vn is the veloc-

ity vector , and R
T
n denotes the coordinates of the

point measured in frame at t ime T .Note that the

values of dt and Δl are not constant w hen T

changes , as listed in Table 2 , which can decrease the

error.The calculated distribut ion of no rmal velocity

along the backbone for all f rames is show n in

Fig.4.　
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Table 2.　The value of d t(s)and Δ l(L a))

T(s) 0.040 0.050 0.060 0.070 0.080 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600

d t 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.030

Δl 0.071 0.048 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.063 0.063 0.063

　　a)The length unit is L , w hich is the length of fi sh body.

Fig.4.　Local velocities perpendicular to the backbone of the yel-

low catf ish(Fig.2)as a function of position along it f rom head to

tai l.(a)Cu rves of f rames 2—7(Fig.2);(b)curves of f rames

8—14(Fig.2).

2.4　Forces and moments

The Weihs' model is applied to calculate the

propulsive forces produced by the fins and body of a

fish during the fast-start process.The formulation is

expressed as

F =- 
 t∫

L

0
m awnd l -∑

k

j=1
L j , (2a)

Lj =
1
2
ρA jV

2
jCL jαj , (2b)

where m a is the added mass af fected by a longitudinal

sect ion of the body of length d l , which moves in the

direction perpendicular to the backbone.The added

mass is calculated by

ma =
1
4
πρd 2β , (3)

where d is the depth of section , β the added mass co-
efficient

[ 18]
, w the velocity of each fish section per-

pendicular to the backbone , L j the force caused by

the momentum shedding f rom f in j , and n the unit

vector perpendicular to the backbone.The o ther

terms are the leng th of fish L , the length of longitu-
dinal section d l , the w ater density ρ, the number of

sharp-edged surfaces k , the surface area of j-th fin

A j , the veloci ty of the fin V j , the coeff icient of lift

CLj , and the angle of the at tack of a fin relative to it s

direction of motion αj.The detailed formulation rele-
vant to Eq.(2)can be found in Ref.[ 11] .

The to tal forces and moments of each frame

shown in Fig .2 are listed in Table 3.The forces are

denoted in a laboratory coo rdinate , the origin is at the

position of MC , the x-direction directs to the head of

fish and is tangent to the backbone at the initial time ,
the y-direction is normal to the x-axis and directs to

the lef t side of fish.The moments in the counter-
clockwise are positive.

Table 3.　Forces and mom ents on the escape response of

the yellow cat fish

Time(s)
Total Force(N)

F x F y
Moment (N·m)

0.031 0　　 0　　 0　　

0.040 3.4400 -1.7100 -0.00985

0.050 4.3000 -1.4100 -0.17800

0.060 -0.0406 2.9900 -0.00652

0.070 -1.2800 5.4900 0.00532

0.080 0.7890 1.0600 -0.09030

0.100 0.6090 -0.2190 -0.06530

0.150 -0.4630 0.1660 0.03940

0.200 -0.1380 0.2860 0.03310

0.250 0.1080 0.2960 -0.00136

0.300 0.0809 0.0689 -0.00270

0.400 -0.0513 -0.0976 -0.00999

0.500 -0.0467 0.0305 0.00453

0.600 -0.0418 0.2550 0.02140

2.5　The st rain of muscles

Here , a parameter S , which represents the

st rain of muscles(the extent to w hich the muscles at

any position stretch and shorten around its mean

length during sw imming), is employed.By assuming

that S depends on the radius of curvature(calculated
f rom the angles described in Fig.5)and on the width

of the body at the part icular body posi tion , the pa-
rameter is then defined as
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S =
Δl
l
=
D
2 r
, (4)

where Δl is the relative change leng th , l the length

of a body segment , D the body w idth at the con-
cerned point , and r the radius of curvature.Appar-
ent ly , S w ill be higher w hen the body is more curved

(large angle and sho rt radius of curvature)and w ider

(Fig.5).A simple geometrical model , as show n in

Fig.5 , is used to explain the meaning of Eq.(4).

Fig.5.　Schematic diagram illust rating how S w as calculated.l is

the length of a body segment (m), D is the w idth of the body

(m), r is the radius of curvature(m), αis the angle betw een adja-
cent body segments(radian).

　　The length along the body axis is considered to

be invariable , hence l (the leng th of one body seg-
ment)is also rα, where αis the angle between tw o

adjacent body segments.If D is the body w idth at

the concerned point , the leng th of the convex side of

the body segment is represented as l +Δl =α(r +
D /2), and the leng th of the concave side is l-Δl=
α(r-D /2).There is S =Δl/ l=D/2 r , with l=
rα;thus , S =Dα/2 l.We have calculated the value

of S at all body points except the last one (the tail

t ip)and the first six points(represent ing the inflexi-
ble head).Only f rom 0.040 s to 0.100 s , the value of

S is calculated , and others are not necessary.The re-
sults are given in Fig.6(a), where the uni t of x-di-
rection is L .

This technique has first been used by Rome[ 19]

and his results have been verified by the independent

technique of sonomicrometry[ 20] .The similar method

w as also used to study the sw imming of eel[ 21] .In
fact , since the anatomical st ructure of muscles of yel-
low catfish is unknown , the parameter S calculated

here should be only quali tatively co rrect , i.e.only as

Fig.6.　The value of S.The unit of x-direction is L , the f ish' s body length.(a)T he strain curves at f rames 2—7(Fig.2);(b)The st rain

curves at 0.040 s and 0.050 s;(c)The st rain curves at 0.070 s and 0.080 s.

an estimation of muscular cont ract ion differences be-
tween dif ferent body locations.

3　Discussions

3.1　Classification of C-start of yellow catf ish

Weihs[ 11] first gave the kinematical description

of a C-ty pe fast-start and defined three kinematical

stages fo r fast-starts:a preparatory stage in w hich the

straight-st retched fish bends into a C shape , a propul-
sive stage in w hich the fish executes a reverse bend ,
and a variable stage , which may be a subsequent

pow er st roke , steady sw imming or unpow ered coast-
ing.In the present study , based on our experimental

data , i t seems mo re reasonable to divide the escape

response of yellow cat fish , C-type fast-start , into two

stages wi th dif ferent movements of MC.The reason

is that the C-starts of yellow catf ish start f rom rest in

our experiment , while the C-start of f ish begins f rom

steady sw imming in Weihs' research.

Figure 7 show s the t rack of MC of fish.Careful-
ly observing Figs.2 and 7 , we can divide the whole

process into two stages:stage one from 0.031 s to

0.100 s w ith f rames 1—7 in Fig.2 and stage tw o

from 0.100 s to 0.600 s w ith f rames 8—14 in

Fig.2.

In the first stage , the MC of f ish remains at the

initial position , the head of f ish ro tates to the final di-
rection of the required turn and the tail is rotating in

the opposite direction.It should be noted that the
backbone of fish bends into a S-shape in the early pe-
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Fig.7.　The t rack of the cent re of mass of fish.1—7:T =

0.031—0.100 s;8:T =0.150 s;9:T = 0.200 s;10:T =
0.250 s;11:T = 0.300 s;12:T = 0.400 s;13:T= 0.500 s;

14:T =0.600 s.

riod of the first stage(Fig.2).Usually , the process

is still regarded as C-start , because although the tail

of fish has a double bend in this stage , the main part

of fish body bends into a C-shape.It w as conf irmed

by Domenici[ 22] in their experiment showing similar

phenomena.The double bend of the tail causes the

special hydrodynamics behavior , which w ill be ana-
lyzed later.

At the end of the f irst stage , the head of fish ap-
proaches the final direction of movement.After that ,
the fish stops the turning and the tail is f licked to

produce the propulsive fo rce.In the second stage , the
MC of fish moves along a st raight line.In this stage ,
the fish w ill sw im from accelerated mo tion fi rst ly to

cruising at last.

3.2　Angular acceleration

Since in the C-starts the fish rapidly changes its

moving direction to escape the predators , the angular

acceleration is an important dynamical parameter.
Nex t , we study the turning angular acceleration

around MC , which is defined as

φ
··
=
M
I
, (5)

where M is the moment , I is the moment of inertia

and φ
··
is the turning angular acceleration.The data of

M and I can be obtained from Tables 1 and 3.The
calculated results of moment and angular acceleration

are show n in Fig.8.

After analyzing the data in Fig .8 , we can see

that in the first stage of C-start , due to sudden con-
traction of muscle in fish , the fish obtains a big angu-
lar acceleration and completes the turning act ion.It is

Fig.8.　The moment(a)and the turning angular acceleration(b).

interesting that there are two peaks of moment in the

fi rst stage , which shows that the muscle contracts

twice.This is a special phenomenon fo r the C-start of
fish w ith double bend.

3.3　Hydrodynamic analysis

As shown in Fig.8(a), the instants correspond-
ing to tw o peak values of moment are 0.050 s and

0.080 s , respect ively , in stage one.Figure 6 show s

that the value of muscle st rain S has a larger change

at the co rresponding time , which means that the

muscle of fish has two sudden contractions.Compar-
ing these two figures , we find that the time of change

in muscle strain is in good agreement w ith the time of

peaks of moment.It explains w hy the moments at

stage one have tw o peak values.

Furthermore , i t is found that the steep changing

of S fo r tw o instants occurs at different part of the

fish body.At 0.050 s , the tail has a large muscular

contraction , and at 0.080 s , the middle part of the

fish body has a similar large muscular contraction.It
indicates that the f ish purposefully controls muscular

contraction to obtain the larger moment.It is also the

characteristic of y ellow cat fish w ith double bend in C-
start.

In the f irst stage (f rames 1—7 , Fig .2), the
calculated total forces(Table 3)are bigger than the
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second stage (f rames 8—14 , Fig.2), which means

that the value of acceleration of MC of the fish should

be big ger.But the observation in experiments shows

that M C of the fish keeps f ixed in the first stage.It is
because the direct ion of the total fo rce in the first

stage is changing and the period in stage one is so

short that the distance of movement of M C is smaller

relative to the length of fish body .At the second

stage , the calculated moment is much smaller than

the fi rst stage , which means that the moment is not

the dominating facto r in the mo tion of fish.It is qual-
itatively consistent w ith the experimental results that

the fish sw ims along a straight path.

Although the data obtained by using the Weihs'
model can quali tatively reveal the w hole process , it
should be no ted that the model is somewhat credible

in this study .We compare the turning angle calculat-
ed by Weihs' model w ith the measured turning angle

in experiment.We integ rate the angular acceleration

from 0.031 s to 0.080 s(the f irst stage)w ith a zero

initial angular veloci ty (the fish is still at static state

at 0.031 s)and in the calculation the change of M I is

considered.The ang le predicted using Weihs' model

is 35.3°and the measured ang le is 40.2°.This is a

satisfying result.

Meanwhile i t is found in this study that the

Weihs' model is not very accurate.For example , in
stage one the distance of M C movement calculated by

Weihs' model is about 0.0447m , while MC in the

experiment does no t move.In the second stage the

calculated moments are not neg ligible , but the fish

body stops rotating in experiment.It show s that

Weihs' model is an appro ximate model and modifica-
tion is necessary.

Based on the present w ork , it is show n that the

analy sis method , including the Weihs' model , the
moment of inertia , and the muscle strain used in this

study can reveal more detailed info rmation.Satisfac-
tory ag reement has been obtained w ith experimental

observat ions of fish movements.Our study is useful

for further understanding of the fast-start process.
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